
Finish:

Dimensions:
(mm)

Power rating: 
(Kw)

Top 5 USP’s of product: 

Other information:

4 slot Vario toaster

Polished, White, Black 
or Metallic Charcoal 

360 x 210 x 220

•Patented Proheat elements 
•Designed for heavy duty use.
• Toast at a rate of up to 130 slices per hour
• Each of these Dualit toasters is assembled   

by hand in England  (Crawley)
• All parts are replaceable and the toaster is 

built to last.

Dualit’s classic toasters are a design icon. Built for commercial use, they have since won numerous 
consumer accolades and come in a range of variants, sizes and colours.
From the Vario to the more specialized Sandwich, Combi and Bun toasters, they all share the same 
timeless styling, reliability and Dualit design features. Engineered to produce the best toast in the world, 
Dualit toasters are still built by hand in the UK, with the assembler’s stamp on every base plate. 
So whether you’re a toast aficionado at home, or a professional caterer needing to produce 80 toasted 
sandwiches an hour, we can guarantee that one of our Dualit toasters will be perfect for you.

•Selector control for heating one, two, three or all four slots
•Setting to defrost frozen bread before toasting
•Selector control for toasting buns/bagels (toasting one side and warming the other)
•Award-winning ProHeat elements, guaranteed for two years
•Handmade in the UK
•Mechanical timer
•Manually operated eject lever to keep items warm until needed 
•High lift mechanism to remove small items easily
•Extra-wide 28mm slots and adjustable inner wire guard to grip toast
•Replaceable parts (you don’t throw a Dualit toaster away, we repair it for you!)
•Adjustable rear foot to compensate for uneven surfaces
•Removable crumb tray

2.2kW
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